Gastronomy
the LANXESS arena can also offer a wide variety of culinary highlights.

Restaurant Henkelmännchen
Monday -Thursday
Friday
Sunday

11:30 a.m. - 14:30 p.m.
11:30 a.m. - 14:00 p.m.
10:30 a.m. - 14:30 p.m. (Sunday brunch)

The restaurant Henkelmännchen and its modern market theme offers a variety of daily
changing foods and salad buffets. And the open cooking area invites you to watch our chefs
preparing the dish you just ordered.
On event days, we offer specially themed buffets while at the Sony bar you can enjoy
cocktails or any other wish you have to make evening very special.
Casual lunch stop-over or luxurious Sunday brunch -we want you to enjoy with all your
senses.

Backstage Restaurant
The Backstage restaurant and the integrated backstage gallery are located on the two VIP
box levels above the artists' dressing rooms and the locker rooms and hold 450 seats with
direct view into the LANXESS arena dome. That way you're up close with the stars while
attending our Event-Night-Dinner à la carte and at the buffet. Still the nicest way to enjoy the
vivid and relaxed atmosphere of this unique arena! The Backstage Restaurant also features
a well-equipped bar, where we are happy to serve you everything from Apéritif to Espresso.
And if you prefer a little snack, why not stop at the adjacent Bistro?
The Backstage Restaurant opens 2 hours before showtime and visitors are required to have
a valid ticket for the day's event.

The Special Offer
Our Kombi ticket!
- Help yourself at the buffet,
- Order as many drinks as you like,
- Enjoy the event of your choice from the VIP box level - and all you need is just one ticket!
Our Kombi tickets can also be ordered by telephone
(+49) 221-8020, by telefax (+49) 221-802-3639 or email to: ticketshop@lanxess-arena.de

